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72 inch cartoon heavy duty tool cabinet 

CYJY is 72 inch cartoon heavy duty tool cabinet manufacturers and suppliers in 

China.The 72 inch cartoon heavy duty tool cabinet is well-made with exquisite 

workmanship. The overall frame is made of high-quality cold-rolled steel material, which 

is firm and reliable. The drawer is made of galvanized steel plate, which is anti-corrosion 

and rust-proof; the handle is made of aluminum alloy, which is durable. The whole has a 

beautiful cartoon pattern, a good choice for home, garage and laboratory use. 

 

72 Inch Cartoon Heavy Duty Tool 

Cabinet 

Welcome to wholesale or customized 72 inch 

cartoon heavy duty tool cabinet from our factory at 

any time. We will provide you with factory discount 

prices for our products. The high quality cold rolling 

steel material can make sure all 72 inch cartoon 

heavy duty tool cabinet in high quality.Every drawer 

can load 60-80kg.72 inch cartoon heavy duty tool 

cabinet with wheels and locks for easy move and 

safe. The surface finished is powder coated is good 

for waterproof and anti-corrosion in any hostile 

environment. 
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72 Inch Cartoon Heavy Duty Tool Cabinet Specification 

Size 1830*460*950mm 

Steel Thickness 18gauge/1.2mm 

Lock Key lock 
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Color BLACK/RED 

Handle Aluminum 

Material: Cold rolled steel 

Remark OEM&ODM are available 

Function Storage for tools, files, home or office supplies 

Finished powder coated 

Drawer surface Cartoon picture 

Caster 5 Inch Pu caster( optional) 

Weight 185kg 

 

The advantages of using the 72 inch cartoon heavy duty 

tool cabinet mainly include 

▶ Large capacity: The 72 inch cartoon heavy duty tool cabinet has a large storage 

space, which can store more tools and equipment, which is convenient for users to 

access at any time. 

▶ Reliable quality: The tool cabinet is made of heavy-duty cold-rolled steel, which has 

good durability and stability, and can be used for a long time without being easily 

damaged. 

▶ Versatility: The 72 inch cartoon heavy duty tool cabinet has a reasonable internal 

design and contains a variety of drawers to meet the storage needs of different tools and 

equipment. 

▶ Easy to move: The tool cabinet is equipped with wheels, which is easy to move and 

carry, and can quickly adjust the position to meet the needs of the work. 

▶Ensure safety: The tool cabinet has lockable drawers and doors, which can effectively 

protect the stored tools and equipment from being stolen or lost. 
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72 inch Cartoon Heavy Duty Tool Cabinet Package： 

1. One piece packed in a carton 

2. Inner package: Pearl wool 

3. Outer package: Export carton 

4. Packed by belt 
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FAQ 

Q:How much does a 72 inch cartoon heavy duty tool cabinet weigh? 

A:1830*460*950mm, and weighs 185kg. Product dimensions with 3.25 in. 

 

Q: How long is a full size truck tool box? 

A:Product Details. Truck tool box dimensions 71.3 in. x 20.5 in. x 15.6 in. 

 

Q:What gauge steel is the CYJY tool boxes? 

A:Every CYJY cabinet features a double-wall steel frame for ultimate strength. Industry-

leading 16-gauge top and outside panels prevent dents and withstand the demands of 

daily use, and 18-gauge inside panels evenly support drawer and slide weight. 
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